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THE DISTORTION OF A WATER MOLECULE IN ICE* 

By E. i 'VHALLEY 

(Division of Chemistry, National R esearch Council, Ottawa, Ontario KIA oRg, Canada) 

ABSTRACT. T h e experimental evidence for the distortion o f a water molecule when it is condensed to 
fo rm ice is reviewed. The specific distortions cons idered a re the changes in inter-nucl ear dista nces, energy 
and its deri va ti ves w ith respect to nuclear motion, a nd e lectrica l moments a nd polarizabi lities and their 
response to nuclear motion. Some of th e properties of ice can be expanded as Fourier or Taylor seri es in the 
ratio rlR of the O - H to the 0 - 0 distances, and these expansions a re used to relate various properti es of the 
intermolecular potential energy, of the electri cal dipole m oments, and of the pola ri zability. For example, 
the amplitude of the orienta tion polar ization can be re la ted to the infrared intensity of the fund amental 
a nd first overtone infrared bands. 

RESUME. D islorsion des molecules d 'eau dalls la glace. Nous presentons les di verses donnees experimenta les 
meltant en evidence la distorsion d ' une molecule d'ea u quand ell e est condensee sous forme de g lace. Nous 
avons considere les d istorsions specifiques correspondant a ux variations des di stances entre les noyaux, 
l'energie et ses der ivees par rapport a tout deplacement des noyaux, et les moments e lectriques et la pola risa
tion a insi que leur varia tion lors du mouvement des noyaux. Cer ta ines proprietes de la glace pe uvent N re 
de"e!oppees en serie d e Fourier et de Tay!::>r en fonction du rappor t rl R (r: di , tance O - H ; R: distan ce 0 - 0 ) 
et ses deveioppeme nts sont u tili ses pou r re lier di verses propri etes a I'energi e p :.>tentiell e intermolecula ire, a u 
moment d ipolai re e t a la polarisa tion. Par exemple, I' intensite et I'orientation d e la polarisati on peu ven t 
etre reliees a l' intensite d es deux premieres bandes du sp ec tre infra-rouge. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Die Verzerrlllzg eines Wasserlllolekiils ill Eis. Es wird ein Uberbli ck uber di e e:xperi 
m entellen Beweise fur die Verzerrung eines Wassermolekuls bei del' Kondensation z u E is gegeben . Folgende 
besonderen Verzerrungen werden betrachtet : di e Anderung d el' zwischennukl earen Abstiinde, d ie E nergie 
und deren Ableitungen in bezug a uf die K ernbewegung, sowie die elektri schen l\10mente und Po larisier
barkeiten und ihre A ntwort auf die K ernbewegung. Einige d er Eiseigenschaften kiinnen a ls Fourie r- oder 
Taylorreihen nach d em Verha ltnis rlR (O - H- zu O- O -Abstand ) entwickelt werden. Diese Entwicklungen 
werclen benutzt, urn verschiedene Eigensch aften der in termolekula ren potentiellen Energie, del' elektrischen 
Dipolmomente und d er Polarisierba rkeit miteinander zu verbinden. So ka nn zum Beispiel del' Betrag cler 
Orientierungspola risation mit der Intens itiit der I nfra ro tbande del' Grundschwingung und ersten Ober
sch wingung verknupft we rcl en. 

I . INTRODUCTION 

The centra l problem in a ttempting to understand the properties of ice is to understand 
the interaction of water molecules. T his interaction can be measured in many different ways, 
and in the gas, liq uid , and many solid phases, pa rticularly if the clathrate hydrates are 
included . All of these ways amount to measurements of the distortion of the molecules caused 
by their interaction , as made evident in many different properties. Much information has 
been obtained during the past severa l decades on the distortions caused by the interaction of 
molecules, but no systematic study appears to have been made of a ny molecule. Water is 
undoubtedl y the molecule that has been most investiga ted , and the distortion has som e very 
spectacula r effects . Among the more prominent of these a re the following: the decrease of the 
O-H stretching frequency of dilu te HDO in DzO from 3 8go cm- I in the vapor (Benedict a nd 
others, 1956) to 3270 cm- 1 a t 100 K (Haas and Hornig, Ig60 ; Bertie and Whalley, Ig64); a n 
increase of the absorption intensity due to the O- H stretching oscillations by a factor of a bout 
30 (Ikawa and Maeda, Ig68; Bertie a nd others, Ig6g; Schaafand Willia ms, Ig73) ; a nd a n 
increase of the dipole m oment by a factor of between 1. 33 and 1.63 (see Section 2.3 .2.1 ) . 
These spectacular changes occur when water condenses but not when methane, for example, 
condenses, largely b ecause the water- water interac tion differs radically from the me tha ne
methane interaction. I t has the cha racteristics of a weak chemical bond, whereas the 
metha ne- methane interaction is typical of the interaction between saturated molecules. 
While weak chemical bonding occurs also in other molecules, such as the halogens (for 
example, Wong a nd Whalley, Ig72, a nd references quoted there), i t has not been as well 
studied. A critical r eview of what is known about the distortion in ice is therefore timely. 

* N. R .C. No. 16703. 
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The changes of properties caused by the distortion are, of course, rela ted to o ne another 
in that they are a ll caused by the changes of the wave function. Some of the cha nges are 
quite directl y rela ted to one a nother. For example, the properties of ice can be consid ered as a 
function of the O - H distances, a ll O- H distances b eing the same. If the O- H distance were 
-zero, the crystal would be composed of neon atom s, when it is the equilibrium dista nce To it is 
ice, and when it is a half of the 0 - 0 distance R, the hydrogen bo nds are centro-symmetric 
and the local point symmetry of a n oxygen atom is Yd. When the O- H distance is expanded 
to equal R - To it is again ice, and when it equals the 0 - 0 distance the crystal is again 
composed of neon atoms. These considerations suggest that the properties of ice can be 
,expa nded as a Fourier or Taylor series in the ratio of the O- H distance to the 0 - 0 distance. 
Then, properties that otherwise may seem unconnected can be related to one a nother. For 
example, if the dipole moment of a molecule can b e expanded with only one term, the dipole 
moment and its derivatives with respect to the O- H distance can be related by a single 
parameter. Thus the ori enta tion polarization can be related to the intensity of the O- H 
stretching vibrations, both fundamental and combination. In Section 3, these principles will 
be explored a nd applied to ice. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE FOR THE DISTORTION 

2. I. Nuclear geometry 

Properties of the nuclear geometry of the isolated molecule have been determined by 
Benedict and others (1956) fro m a n ana lysis of the infrared a bsorption spectrum. The 
« equilibrium" geometry for both H 20 and D 20 is 

re = 0.9584 A, 
Be = 104.45°, 

where r is the O - H distance, B the H - O- H a ngle, and subscript e indicates the "equilibrium" 
values. The m ean and root-mean-square values in the ground vibrational state are 

<r) o = 0.972 4 A for H 20 , 
= 0.968 6 A for D 20 , 

( B)o = 104.63° for H 20 , 
104.57° for D 20 , 

<r2)0~ = 1.026 I for H 20 , 
1.0162 for D 20 , 

« 2) 0! = II2.72 ° for H 20 , 
= II 1.94° for D 20, 

according to Kuchitsu and Bartell 's (1962) a na lysis. 
Neither the O- H nor the O- D distance in ice Ih appears to have been measured accurately, 

and there is no direct measurement of the H - O - H angle. The O - D distance of 1.01 A as 
m easured by neutron diffraction (Peterson a nd L evy, 195 7) appears to be a bout 0.03 A too 
big (Whalley, 1974) (see below) for reasons that are not well understood. The reason that 
the angle is not known is that the orientational disorder ensures that there are three possible 
hydrogen positions at each end of the 0 - 0 bonds, each slightly off the 0 - 0 line, and the 
deviation of the hydrogen nucleus from the 0 - 0 line is determined by the differ ence between 
the 0 - 0 - 0 a nd H - O- H angles. The m ean devia tion of the hydrogen atoms from the 
0 - 0 line is of the magnitude of 0.04 A, which is only a small fraction of the root-mean
square amplitude in the sam e direction due to the bending and rotational oscillations. 
Chidambaram (196 I) has shown quantitatively that this sma ll amplitude of disorder is not 
detectable by current neutron diffraction experiments. Accurate measurements of the angle 
can therefore be made only on a n ordered phase of ice. 
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Neutron diffraction m easurements at c. 100 K have been done on single crystals of D zO 
ice II a nd IX by K a mb a nd others (1971 ) and LaPlaca and others ( [973) and the results are 
summarized in Table 1. In ice n , the four non-equivalent O- D distances a r e not significantly 
different, a nd in particular the great increase over the value in the vapor implied by the 
distance 1.0 14 A and great decrease implied by the distance 0.937 A are a lmost certainly not 
real. The crys ta ls of ice II that were examined were twinned (Ka mb a nd others, 197 1), 
which is no t surprising as they can be grown only from a no ther solid a nd not from the liquid, 
and the twinning reduced the accuracy of the atomic positions. The ice IX crystals (LaPlaca 
and others, 1973) were of much higher quality, and the results are thought to be highly 
reliable. The mean O- D distance is therefore about 0.014 A bigger than in the vapor and the 
D- O- D a ngle about 1

0 bigger. A comparison of m any properties of ice I , II , and IX (WhaUey, 
1976) strongly suggests that the mean O- D distance in ice I is greater than in ice n and IX 
by about 0.001 - 0.002 A. It follows from this that the O - D bond in DzO ice I is elongated 
from the vapor value by about 0.016 A. 

TABLE f. DISTANCES AND ANGLES CALCULATED FROM MEAN NUCLEAR POSIT IONS I N D 20 ICE II 
AND IX AS DETERMINED BY SINGLE- CRYSTAL NEUTRON DIFFRACTION 

No. ill 
Phase Molecule ullit cell 

vapor* 
ll t I 6 

I [ 6 
Average 

IX t [ 8 
1I 4 

Average 

* Kuchitsu and Bartell , 1962. 
t Kam b a nd others, 197 1. 
t LaPlaca and others, 1973. 

rO_ D OD _ O_ D 

A deg 

0.9686 104.57 
0.956 0.975 (2)** 103.2 (20) 
1.0 14 0.937 (2)** 107 .6 (20) 

0·982 tt 105.4 
0.985 (3) 0.g80 (3) 106.0 (3) 

0.g88 (8) 104-7 (4) 
0.984 tt 105.5 

** The numbers in brackets a re the es timated errors in the las t digit. 

rH _ _ H 

A 
1.532 
1.5 13 
1.574 
1.54 
1.569 
1.565 
1.567 

tt Corrected for the effec t of therma l motion perpendicula r to the O- D bond . 

2 .2. Potential and kinetic energy 

2.2. 1. Total energy 

The energy per molecule decreases, when ice is formed , by the heat of vaporization, which 
in 47.341 ± 0.015 kJ mol- I at 0 K (Whalley, 1957). The changes in the kine ti c energy of the 
nuclei due to the cha nge of vibrationa l frequencies contribute significantl y to this quantity 
(Wha lley, 1958, (973) . The trans lational kine tic energy is zero in the gas at 0 K , but is 
3.05 kJ moi - I in the crystal. The rota tional kinetic energy of para-water, whose nuclear spin
wave function is antisymmetric, is zero in the gas, but 13.5 kJ mol- I in the crystal. The 
kinetic energy of the O - H stretching motions decreases by 5.27 kJ mol- I, and that of the 
bending v ibra tions increases by about 0.3 kJ mol- I. The total kinetic energy increases by 
11.6 kJ m ol- I. The sum of the potenti a l energy of the nuclei and the kinetic a nd potentia l 
energies of the electrons decreases therefore by 58.9 kJ mol- l when ice is formed at 0 K . 

By the virial theorem for particles interacting by Coulo mb forces the kinetic energy of the 
electrons a nd nuclei increases by 47.34 kJ mol- I, and the potentia l energy of the electrons a nd 
nuclei decreases by twice this value, or 94.68 kJ mol - I. As the kinetic energy of the nucle i 
increases by 11.6 kJ mol- I, the kineti c energy of the electrons increases by 35 .7 kJ mol- I. 
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2.2.2. ~ffect of stretching the O- H bonds on the energy 

When water condenses, the frequency of the III (symmetric) stretching vibration decreases 
from 3832 (2 764) cm- I (Benedict and others, 1956), where the bracketed frequency is for 
DzO, to 3083 (2295) cm- I at 100 K (Wong and Whalley, 1975) when the VI vibrations are 
in phase in a ll molecules (Wong and Whalley, 1975; McGraw and others, 1977; paper in 
preparation *) and to c. 3 420 (c. 2 547) cm- I when neighboring molecules vibrate out of phase 
(Whalley, 1977). The mean should be approximately the frequency of the V, vibration of a 
molecule that is vibrationally uncoupled from its neighbours. It is 3 252 (2 421 ) cm- I. 
Recently, Ritzhaupt and Devlin (1977) have reported the infrared spectrum of the II I and V3 

vibrations of a DzO molecule in dilute solution in amorphous ice as 2 378 a nd 2473 cm- 1 

and have obtained tentative frequencies for ice le (private communication from J. P. Devlint) 
of 2 360 ~ ~ and 2445 cm- I. There is as yet li ttle direct information about the a nharmonicities. 
Haas and Hornig (1960) have reported the harmonic constant Ile as 3 525 cm- I and the 
anharmonic constant lleXe as c. - 125 cm- I. The experimental basis for this interpretation 
has, however, been challenged (Kroh and Ron, 1975). Based on much better spectra, which 
do not confirm Haas and Hornig's, they propose Ve = 3630 cm- I, lleXe = - 300 cm- I. 
The corresponding values for the isolated molecule are 3 889 and - 83 cm- I (Benedict and 
others, 1956). However, the interpretation of the overtone spectrum of ice and hence the 
vibrational constants, is not fully established. 

2.3. Electrostatic moments 

The electric potential outside itself caused by a molecule can be written in terms of the 
electrostatic moments, namely the charge e, components /Lx, etc. , of the dipole moment and 
the principal values 8xx, Dx xx, etc., of the quadrupole, octopole, etc., moments which are 
defined as 

8xx = I etrjZPZ(Xj !rj ), etc., 

f.! xxx = I ejr j 3PJ(xt!rt ), etc., 

where ej are the charges at positions r j = (Xj,Yj , Zi) and Pn is the nth Legendre polynomial. 
The moments can be determined unambiguously in the gas phase, but not in condensed phases 
because the molecules are too close together. Different properties may measure different 
moments, and a careful analysis is necessary. 

2.3. I. Charge 

Strictly speaking ice I has no symmetry. Consequently, the molecules could be charged, 
some positively and some negatively. No measurements exist which indicate the magnitude 
of the charge, but it is likely to be small for the following reason. The hypothetical ordered 
cubic ice that has all its molecular axes parallel to one another belongs to space group 141md, 
C~~. The molecules are transformed into one another by a 41 rotation and so cannot be 
charged . When the molecules are vibrating in the VI mode with all molecules in phase they 
are also transformed into one another by a 41 rotation, and so both must still be uncharged. 
The in-phase 113 vibrations are degenerate because the potential energy is invariant on changing 

* Paper entitled "Extent of coupling of the VI vibrations in ice", by E. Whalley. 
t I am grateful to Dr Devlin for permission to quote this information. 
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the phase of a lterna te molecules. The character for the 4, rota tion is 0 , and consequently, 
cha rge cannot be transferred between molecules during this vibra tion. By analogy, it seems 
likely that the m olecular cha rges a re small in the disordered phases, but there is n o direct 
experimental evidence. 

2.3 .2 . Dipole moment 

The dipole m oment M of a crys tal is the sum of the moments fL i of the molecules 

M = L fLi, ( I ) 

a nd if the molecular orienta tions a re known and the dipole m o m ent of a crys ta l can be 
m easured, the dipole moment as defined by this equation can be de termined . The dipole 
m oment of the crystal cannot be m easured in practice, but the m ean-square dipole m oment 
can be calcula ted from the static dielectric permittivity. The mean-square dipole m om ent can 
in principle be related to the geom etry, and so the dipole moment of a molecule can be ob
ta ined. This mom ent is measured by the cha nge of dipole mom ent when the m olecular 
orientations cha nge in such a way as to preserve the ice rules, and so it measures the dipole 
m oment that reo rients with a m olecule when the ice rules are preserved . 

A second dipole moment can b e measured by the change of dipole moment of the crystal 
when one molecule rota tes throug h a small angle, and all the other m olecules stay still. The 
m ean-square va lue of this mom en t over all molecules can be measured by the infra r ed inten
sity of the rota tiona l vibrations. It may not be closely related to the m oment determined from 
dielectric properties. 

The change of dipole moment with O- H dista n ce can be determined from the intensity of 
the fundamenta l, and the second-, third-, etc., order infrared spec tra of the O- H stre tching 
vibrations. Its cha nge with 0 - 0 distance can be ob tained either from the effect of pressure 
on the permittivi ty or from the intensity of the tra n sla tional vibra tions of the water m olecules. 
T he measured effect of pressure on the permittivity (Chan and o thers, 1965; T a ubenberger 
a nd others, 1973) is not accura te enough to use a t present, but the infrared intensity is. 

2.3 .2. 1 . D ipole moment that reorients w ith the molecule 

According to Kirkwood's ( 1939) theory the a mplitude of the dielec tric permittivity due to 
the orientation p olarization of a n isotropic dielec tric is rela ted to the molecular dipole 
m oment 11- by the rela tion 

Eo - Eoo = 27TNgI1-2/k T , Eo ~ Eoo . (2) 
In this equa tion 11-2 is the ensemble average of the square of the dipole moment of a m olecule, 
which is defined in terms of the m om ent M of a m acroscopic specimen by Equation ( I ). The 
correlation parameter g is defined by considering m olecule I (say) embedded in a sphere of the 
specimen of radius r which is itself embedded in a sphere of the sp ecimen of radius R. Then 

gl1-2 = lim L fL I . fLt· (3) 
r ~ 00 i 

R/r-+ 00 

agle (1978) h as reviewed the problem of calcula ting g for a model of ice Ih tha t obeys the 
ice rul es. T here h as been some con troversy (Gobush a nd R oeve, 1972 ; R ahman and Still inger, 
1972; Stillinger a nd Cotter, 1973; Nagle, 1974), but it now appears that g is well a pproxi
m a ted by 3 .00 . A problem less easily solved is the value of the internal fi eld tha t a c ts on a 
wa ter molecule. Equa tion (2) is b ased on the Lo rentz field. Others (Onsager and Dupuis, 
1960, 1962; Slater, 1941 ) have used the form 
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where 

(5) 

for a spherical specimen and for ice (Nagle, 1978), 

g = C. 

This equation assumes tha t the molecules experience the applied field without modifica tion. 
HoIlins (1964) has given a reason for supposing that the effective field might be less than the 
Lorentz field . Equation (4) predicts a value of fL2 that is 1.22 times greater than that of 
Equation (2). The actual interna l field is not known, a nd Equation (2) will arbitra rily be 
used. 

According to J oha ri and Whalley ( 1973) 

Eo - E oo = 25400 K I T , 
so that 

As g = 3, 

fL = 2·45 D. 

( 1 D ebye (D) = 1O - J8 e.s.u . cm ~ 3 X 10- 29 C m. ) The alternative equa tion, Equation (4), 
predicts that fL = 3.00 D . 

Accurate theoretical values of g are not known for other phases of ice, at least pa rtly 
because a ll of them appear to be orientationaIly more ordered than is described by the ice 
rules. The permittivity of ice VI (Joh ari and Whalley, 1976) obeys the Curie- Weiss L aw 

EO- E oo = A/( T - To), (6) 

with A = 29400 K (the value 32 300 K quoted in the paper is a transcnptlOn error) and 
T o = 47 K . This corresponds to a variation of gfL2 with temperature given by 

gfL2 = (gfL2)ooTf ( T - To), 

where (gfL2) 00 is the value of gfL2 extra polated to infinite temperature. There is li ttle doubt 
that ice VI is partly orientationally ordered at a ll finite temperatures a nd that (gfL2) 00 is the 
best estimate of the value of gfL2 for full orientational disorder. I ts value is 16.7 D 2. An 
approximate value of g for full disorder, which takes account of the effects of the four
membered rings, is 2.34 (Johari and Whalley, 1978) . The corresponding value of fL is 2.67 D 
if Equation (2) is correct and 3.27 D if Equation (4 ) is correct. 

The dipole m oment of an isola ted water molecule is 1.85 D (Clough and others, 1973) so 
that intermolecular interaction in both ice I and VI greatly changes the charge distribution. 

2.3.2.2. The dipole moment that fo llows the orientational oscillations of the molecule 

When the axis of a water molecule oscilla tes, the dipole moment of the crys ta l changes, 
and the rate of cha nge with angle is the moment that oscillates wi th the molecule. T he 
oscilla tions of water molecules in ice occur at a frequency of about 22 X 10 12 H z or a rate of 
about one oscillatio n in about 45 X 1O- J5 s. They cause infrared absorption in the range 
525- 1 040 cm- J (Bertie and others, 1969), and the integrated absorption intensity depends on 
the magnitude of the oscillating dipole moment. Each mole of ice h as 3N normal rota tional 
oscillations where N is Avogadro's number, each of which involves many molecules. The 
integrated intensity of absorption Ai of a typical oscilla tion i is defin ed as 

Ai = ~ J K (v) dv, 
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where p is the density and K(v) the absorptivity a t frequency v defined by the relation b etween 
the intensities of lig ht 10 and I before and arter travelling a distan ce x in the sample, 

1 = 10 exp - Kx. 
I t is related to the change of dipole moment during the oscillation b y the rela tion 

Ai = (n'+2)' -.: ~ (~)2, (7) 
3 n 3C2 3Qi 

where the ractor [ (n2 +2)!3J'!n a llows for the effect of the materia l on the electric field of the 
lig ht wave assuming the Lorentz field , n is the refractive index at the frequency of m easure
m ent due to a ll pola rizations except that due to the oscillation being considered, c the speed of 
light, /J. the dipole moment or the crystal , and Qi the normal coordinate of the ith oscillation. 
I t follows that 

-- - - -- nA-( 
O/J. )2 3c2 ( 3 )2 
oQi - 7T n2 +3 ,. (8) 

If the individua l a bsorption bands a re narrow en ough that the refractive index does not 
change appreciabl y over them, the sum of the right-hand side ove r a ll i can be replaced by 
a n integra l over the whole a bsorption band . Then 

-- = - -- nKdv L ( O/J. )2 3
c2 J ( 3 ) ' 

3Qi 7T n2 +2 . (9) 
. band 

This equa ti on differs from the equa tion usuall y used in that the factor [3!(n2 + 3)]2n is with in 
the integral sign because the band is a composite of m a n y oscillators. It is readil y shown (Klug 
and Whalley, 19 73) that the sum on the left-h and side of Equation (9) is 

L (
3/J.)2 L/J.(J.2 - - N -

. 3Qi - I(J. , ( 10) 

where /J.(J. is the dipole moment of the molecu le perpendicular to the ex principal axis a nd I" the 
moment or inertia about tha t ax is. The intensity of absorption is therefore independent of the 
coupling of the m otions about the principal axes . 

The integra ted intensity of the rotational vibrations has been m easured by Ikawa and 
Maeda ( 1968) at c. 11 0 K and b y Bertie and others (1969) at c. 100 K by measuring the 
transmission by thin films prepa r ed by evaporation onto a cold plate. Ikawa a nd :Maeda 
measured the thickness by recording the interrerence fringes at 9 000 cm - l during d epos ition 
a nd measured severa l thicknesses in the range 0.2- 1.7 [Lm ror H 20. The Beer's law plots were 
linear a nd passed through the origin, which suggests that reflection effec ts were unimportant. 
Bertie a nd others ( 1969) measured m a ny films of unknown thicknesses in overlapping fre
quency regions, scaled them a ll to obtain an optical d ensity spectrum for a single unknown 
thi ckness, and d etet"mined that thickness I by applying the Kramers- Kronig relat ion 

2.30 3 J X 
6.n = 27TzL v' dv, 

band 

where 6.1l is the (known) change of refractive index across all the infl"a red bands and X the 
o ptical density. The fi lm was 0.86 [Lm thick, and th e integrated intensity of the rotational 
vibrations agreed with Jkawa a nd Maeda's, which was 16,5 X 10 3 cm mmol- I , within 3% . 
The optical constants have also been measured by Schaar and Willia m s (1973) at 266 K by 
measuring the refl ecta nce at nearl y normal incidence, and the real a nd imaginary p arts of 
the com plex rerractive index were calculated by the Kra m ers- Kronig rela tion. The integrated 
intensity was calculated from the tabu la ted imagina ry part or the refractive index. The three 
values a re summa ri zed in T able H . The agreement is within the experimental uncerta inty, 
a nd the valu e (18.5 ± 2) X 103 cm mmol- I encompasses them a ll. 
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TABLE H. I NTEGRATED ABSORPTIVITI ES p- ' .r K d v OF THE O- H STRET C HI NG VOH 

AND ROTATIONAL vR VIBRATIONS OF ICE 

p- ' I Kd v p- ' I Kd v 

Author T VOH VR 
K 10J cm mmol- ' 103 cm mmol- ' 

lkawa and Maeda (1968) ~IIO 140 16·5 
Bertie a nd others (1969) ::::: 100 136 17.1 
Schaaf a nd Williams (1973) 266 140 21. 7 

Because about 1024 vibrations per mole are being observed, account ought to be taken of 
the effect of the internal field as outlined above. In fact, using a constant value of the r efractive 
index equal to the mean over the band makes a difference only 1- 2% . Hence 

L CaO;J2 = 15 ± 2 X 103 cm mmol- '. 
k 

The band no doubt contains motions about all axes, but only motions about the two axes 
perpendicular to the molecular axis contribute to the intensity. The moments of inertia 
about these axes in the ground vibrational state in the gas are (1.929 and 3.013) X 10- 40 g cm2 
(Benedict and others, 1956) and these are an adequate approximation for the moments of 
inertia in the crystal. It follows that 

1.62 ± 0.2 D2, 

or 

f'- IJ = 1.27± 0.08 D. 

Ikawa and Maeda calculated 1.35 D by ignoring the effect of the refractive index . 
This value is about 0.69 of the vapor value and 0.52 or 0-42 of the moment that r eorients 

with the molecule (see Section 2.3.2.1 ). There is little doubt that the dipole that oscillates 
with the molecule is much smaller than the dipole that rotates with the molecule and is even 
much smaller than the dipole of the isolated molecule. 

2.3.2. 3. Change of the dipole moment with the O- H stretching motion 

The integrated intensity of the O - H stretching bands in ice has been measured by Ikawa 
and Maeda (1968) at c. 100 K , Berti e and others (1969) a t c. 100 K , and Schaaf and Williams 
(1973) at 266 K all as described in Section 2.3 .2 .2, and the values are compared in Table 11. 
The agreement is well within experimental uncertainty. By allowing for the internal field 
using the mean refractive index over the band, the sum COIL! oQi ) 2 over all vibrations is 116 X 103 

cm mmol- I . Hence, following Ikawa and Maeda's calculation, the change of dipole moment 
when an O- H bond stretches is ± 3.6 D A- I in an unknown direction. If the directions of the 
changes of the dipole-moment vectors when the two bonds in a water molecule lengthen are 
at the angle f3 to one another, the change of dipole moment of a water molecule in ice during a 
VI vibration is 7.2 cos tf3 D A- I. If the moment is along the O - H bond, the value is ± 4.4 
D A- I. The change of dipole moment when the O - H bond of an isolated water molecule 
stretches is 0.67 D A- I, so its value is greatly enhanced when ice is formed. 

Only limited information is available about the second derivative of the dipole moment 
with respect to the in-phase stretching motion. It is rela ted to the properties of the isolated 
bonds by the relation 
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( I I) 

where r t is the length of the ith O - H bond, and all ri change in phase . Nothing is known about 
the second and third terms on the right side of Equation ( I I). An approximate value of 
eZfL /eroHz for the stretching of a single O- H bond has been obtained (Whalley, 1973) from 
the binary overtone intensity m easured by O ckman (1958) and the third-order potential 
constant determined by H aas and Hornig (1960) . I t is ± IO D A - z, the sign being the same 
as that of the first derivative. It corresponds to ± 12 D A-z for the change of dipole moment 
during the VI stretching motion. However, the third-order potential constant has been 
disputed recently (Kroh and Ron, 1975). 

2.3.2 .4. Change oj" the dipole moment with 0 - 0 stretching motion 

The change of dipole moment of an O- H bond when it stre tches is, from the absorption 
intensity of the translational vibrations ± 2 D A - I (Klug and Whalley, 1973) . From the 
definition of the dipole moment in Equation ( I) and assuming that the dipole moment change 
is directed along the 0 - 0 bond, the change of dipole moment of a molecule when all the 
0 - 0 bonds are compressed uniformly is 

OfL /oR = ± 2.3 D A- I, 
where R is the 0 - 0 distance. T he compressibility of ice is I I Mbar- I (Lead better , 1965), so 
that the rate of change of the dipole moment with pressure, which is - t ( oll,joR) RK where K 

is the compressibility, is predicted to be 

efL /ap = =F 23 D Mbar- '. 

2. 3.3 . Quadrupole moment 

There is a t present no way of directly measuring the quadrupole or higher moments of a 
molecule in a condensed phase. A somewhat indirect method has however been used for 
the water molecules in clathrate hydra tes . Clathrate hydrates a re ice-like crystals that have 
la rge cages which enclose foreign molecules. These molecules can reorient in their cages 
against potentia l barriers that can be due either to repulsive (and p erhaps attractive) forces 
between the molecul es and the cage walls, or to electrostatic forces due to the interaction of 
the electric moments of the molecul e with the electri c field caused by the cage mol ecules. By 
m easuring the rate ofreorientation, a n upper limit can be obtained for the hindering potential , 
and so an upper limi t for the electrostatic field can be obtained . This in turn se ts an upper 
limi t to the electrostatic moments of the water molecul es. 

The experimenta l basis is that the activation energy for the reorientation of te trahydro
[ura n in tetrahydrofuran clathra te hydrate, which has structure II , is c. 0.3 kcal mol- I or 
0.02 I perg mol ecule- I (Davidson a nd others, 1964 ; Davies and Williams, 1968), which 
corresponds to a fi eld of c. 0.01 M e .s.u. cm- Z (c. 3 MY cm- I) if the elec tric field provided all 
the activa tion energy. The theoretical basis is D avidson's (197 I) calculation of the mean 
electri c field a t the centres of some of the cages due to the dipole and quadrupole moments of 
the water molecules. I t turns out that the dipolar field averaged over a large number of 
orientational configurations is a lways small. Indeed , if all the molecules were uniformly 
distributed on the surface of a sphere, and if the angles between the radius vector of a molecule 
and its O- H vectors were always te trahedral , symmetry would require that the field at the 
centre of the cage be zero. In practice, this geometry cannot be exactly attained , and small 
r esultant fi elds occur which are usually much less than the field of a water molecule acting 
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alone. The fields of the molecular quadrupole momen ts do not cancel in the same way, a nd 
so the fie lds are sensitive to the quadrupole moments. 

The more symmetrical cage of a structure-II hydrate is a hexaka idecahedron, a nd the 
mean dipolar field , ass uming a molecular dipole mom ent of 1.84 D , was 0.0 15 M e.s. u . cm - 2 

(4.5 MV cm- I). The actual moment of a water molecule is undoubtedl y considerably greater 
than this (see Section 2.3.2.1 ), and so the actual field is considerably g reater. The mean 
quadrupolar field , using the quadrupole moments calculated by Glaeser a nd Coulson (1965), 
the principle values of which, after subtracting the trace, a re (-0.81 , 0.57, and 0.24) X 10- 26 

e.s. u. cm 2 rela tive to an origin on the oxygen atom, was 0.025 M e.s.u . cm- 2 (7-5 MV cm - I). 
Because the actual field is at most a bout 0.0 1 M e.s.u. cm- 2 (3 MV cm- I), and the dipole 
moment of a molecule is certainly higher than was assumed, the quadrupole mom ent in 
structure-II hydrates must be a small fraction of that calculated for the vapor molecule. 
To present precision, it is indistinguishable from zero. 

2 .4. Polarizability 

The polarizability ex is a tensor quantity with principal components exxx, etc., a nd its 
rotational invaria nts, which are a ll tha t can be measured in ice because of the orientational 
disorder, are an isotropic ex and an a nisotropic y, where 

ex = Hexxx + exyy + exzz) , 
y 2 = H (exxx _ <xyy)2+(exyy - au ) 2+ (azz- exxx)2]. 

2.4. I. Polarizability of the molecule 

The isotropic part of the polarizability of the isolated molecule can be determined from the 
refrac tive index of the vapor, and Zeiss and Meath (1975) have recently critically surveyed the 
measurements. The static polarizability is 1.427 A3, and the value at 514.5 nm is 1.470 A3 
(Murphy, 1977). Murphy (1977) has recently measured the depolariza tion ratio for the 
R ayleigh and the R a m an rotationa l lines of water vapor and derived from them and the 
isotropic polariza bilit y the prinripal polarizabilities. They are 

<Xxx = I.528 ( I 3) AJ, 
<Xyy = 1.415(13) AJ, 
<Xzz = 1.468(3) A3, 

where the numbers in brackets are the estimated uncertainties of the last figures, a nd the 
anisotropic invariant is 

y = 0.098 A3. 
I ce is slightly birefringent, the refractive index for the ordinary wave for the sodium D line 

being 0.001 4 less than the refractive index for the extraordinary wave (Dorsey, 1940, p. 485). 
The m ean of the principal dielec tric constants at the sodium D line is 1.71 5 (Dorsey, 1940, 
p. 485), which corresponds to a mean polarizability, or its isotropic invariant, of a water 
molecule of 1.50 A\ which is proba bly slightly higher than the value in the vapor. 

The water molecules in ice Ih have 24 different orientations, a ll equally probable. These 
orientations form two sets of twelve, and the two sets a re related by the symmetry operations 
of the space group P63lmmc. If the coordination were perfectly tetrahedral, the anisotropic 
part of the polarizability would average out. Because the axial ratio cia of the uni t cell is not 
exactly the value (8/3)! for perfect tetrahedral coordina tion, but is 1.628 2 (LaPlaca and Post, 
1960; Brill and Tippe, 1967) instead of 1.633 0, and because second neighbors are not te tra
hedra lly arranged, the coordina tion is not perfect tetrahedral. The a nisotropic pa rt of the 
polarizability does not therefore average out exactly, a nd the internal field may be anisotropic. 
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The effect of t he internal field has been es tima ted by Minton ( 1972), and the difference be tween Minton 's calcula tion and experiment has been used by Cummins a nd Dunmur ( 1973) to o bta in ± O.O I A3 as a very rough es timate the anisotropic invari a nt . Its reliability is quite uncerta in. On·tung a nd !vleyers ( J 963) were unable to d e tect an aniso tropy in the liquid from the K err constant. 
Information about the anisotropic pa rt of the polarizability tensor in the crys ta l can in principle be ob ta ined from the intensi ty of tbe R am a n scattering by the rota tional osci lla tions. I t can readil y be shown that their in tegrated R ama n in tensity reduced b y the Boltzma nnand frequency factors, is proportional to y2. Their intensity has never been m easured, but it is so weak that it was first d e tected only r ecently in ice Ih (W ong and Wha lley, 1975; Scherer a nd Snyd er , 1977), and in ice VIII (Wong and Whalley, 1976), a lthough the corresponding b a nd in the liquid has been known for forty years (Cross a nd others, 193 7) . This sugges ts that the a nisoLropy of tbe pola rizabili ty is sm a ll er in the so lid than in the liquid , and so is presumably small er than in the vapor. This agrees with the relative values of very roughly ± o.o 1 in th e so lid (C ummins a nd Dunmur, 19 73 ) a nd 0.098 in the vapor (Murphy, [977) . H owever, the scattering intensity must be measured quanti ta tively to make this very tentative concl usion reliable. 

2-4-2. Oscillation of the polarizability with the O- H stretching oscillations 
Th e magnitude of the oscillation of tbe pola rizability of the water molecule during the O- H stretching oscilla tions could b e d etermined from the intensity of the R aman scattering by th ese oscilla tions rela tive to the intensity of the exciting ligh t. This has n ot yet been m eas ured , bu t Seherer and Snyder ( 1977) have carefully measured the rela tive in tensities of the isotropic and a nisotropic scattering in the O - H stretching region . They analyzed the data by assuming th at the polarizability of the water m olecul e is the sum of the polarizabilities of the two O - H bonds, which were ta ken as cylindricall y symmetrical with longitudina l and perpendicul a r polarizabili ties a ll and a -L respectively. They found 

where the prime indica tes the derivative with respect to the O- H distance. From this value it is straightforward to calculate that the isotropic a' (VI ) and aniso tropic y' (VI ) deriva tives of the pola rizability of a water molecule with respect to th e VI motion are 

} (14) 

3. CORRELATION OF THE PROPERTIES OF I CE 

Whil e it is importan t to establish h ow the properties of a water molecule change when it condenses to form ice, it is even more important to establish relations be tween these propertie, a nd to understand how the changes from the vapor a re caused . In this section, relations between the properties will be explored. 
Some of the properties that have been described are for the nuclei a t their equilibrium positions while som e are the effec ts of changing the nucl ear positions. T he fundamenta l assumption of this section is tha t th e properties of ice can be expanded in Taylor or Fourier series as a function of the ra tio f iR of the O- H distance r, to the 0 - 0 dista nce R. All O - H dista nces r a re taken to be the same, so that onl y th e effects of the symmetric stretching vibration VI are taken into account. Constrain ts on the expansion coeffi cients a re imposed by the r equirements that at rlR = 0 and I the crys ta l is composed of neon atoms, and tha t at 
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rjR = t the crystal is centrosymmetric. It will be shown that, at least for the dipole moment, 
relations between properties can be obtained within the experimental uncertainty by using 
fewer parameters than properties, and that properties that have not yet been measured can be 
predicted. 

3. I. Potential energy 

At rjR = 0 and [ the oxygen and hydrogen nuclei coincide and the potential energy is 
infinite. Symmetry requires that the potential energy is even in -}-rjR, and stability requires 
that at the equilibrium O- H distance ro the potential energy is a minimum. There is no 
evidence for a minimum in the potential energy at r/R = t, so the simplest potential function 
that has the required properties is 

where 

z = 1/( 1 - 2r/R). 

This function is rather complicated and the simpler function 

V = V 1 - - --[ (
R - 2r ) 2] 2 

o R - 2ro' 
(15) 

has the correct properties except that it becomes Vo[ 1- (I - 2r 0/ R) - 2)2 instead of infinity at 
r = 0, or about 130 Vo for the case of ice. This is high enough, and so Equation (15) has been 
used. The second, third, and fourth derivatives of the potential with respect to the O- H 
distance are, at r = ro 

o2V/or2 = k2 = 32Vo/[R - 2ro)2, I 
6k2 

o3 V/or3 
= k3 = - R - 2ro' (16) 

12k2 
o4Vjor4 = k = --- . 

4 [R - 2ro)2 

The anharmonic term VeXe, which is defined by the relation 

(17) 

between the frequency v of the transition between the ground and first excited states and the 
frequency Ve it would have if the anharmonicity were zero is, in units of wave numbers (see, 
for example, King, 1964, p. 162) 

(18) 

where h is Planck's constant, c the speed of light, and f.L the reduced mass of the oscillation. 
The reduced mass of an isolated water molecule for the VI vibration is 

( 19) 

where (3 is half the H - O- H angle and m l and tnz the masses of the hydrogen and oxygen atoms. 
This will not be accurately valid for the VI vibration in disordered ice, partly because the 
disorder a llows coupling between external and internal motions and partly b ecause the 
H - O-H angle must open from c. 1050 at the equilibrium configuration to c. 10g.So at the 
centrosymmetric configuration. It should suffice, however, for a first-order theory. 
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The frequency of the VI stretching vibra tion in ice I is 3 083 cm - I (Wong and Wha lley, 
1975) ' In this mo tion many molecules must be coupled in phase (Wong and Wha lley, 1975 ; 
pa per in prepara tion *) in order to give the sharp line tha t is observed , and this is confirmed 
by a calcula tion of the lattice dyna mics (McGraw a nd others, 1977) . 

T he value ofveXe from Equa tions (15) to (19) is - 85.6 cm- I, so from this value a nd the 
experimental frequency, the ha rmonic frequency Ve is 3 254 cm- I and the harmonic force 
consta nt is 12.02 mdyn A- I (0.1202 N m- I). T h e equilibrium O - H distance in ice was 
calcula ted as 0.972 A by assuming a pproximately tha t the mean leng th in the fi rst vibra tional 
level, 0.986 A (see Section 2. 1), is greater than the equilibrium leng th by the same a m ount, 
0.014 A (Kern and K a rplus, 1972), as in the vapor. T h en Vo as calcula ted from Equation (16) 
is 2.42 perg molecule- I, 146 kJ mol- I, or 12 200 cm - I. T he potentia l function thus obta ined 
is dra wn in Figure I. It is compared with an approxima te potentia l function for a n isola ted 
water molecule represented as a M orse oscilla tor wi th the harmonic frequency 3 832.2 cm- I 

for the VI vibration a nd the anharmonicity constan t - 87.8 cm- I (Benedict and other s, 1956). 
T he perturbation of the wa ter molecule is very striking. 

20.------------,..--------.------------.-----------~ I 
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Fig. I. POlelltialflll/ction .for the VI vibration 0.1 waler molecules i ll the vapor. - - - according 10 the Morse polenlial described 
ill SeclioIl 3 . J; --- in the in-phase vibration o.fice J according to the potential of Equation ( 15 )' 

3.2. Dipole moment 

The dipole mom ent of a water m olecule is zero a t rlR = 0 and ± I because the water 
molecules would h ave become neon a toms. At rlR = t the hydrogen atoms are midway 
between the oxygen a toms and the dipole moment is a lso zero, and it cha nges sign as rlR p asses 
through 0 , t, and I . Consequently, the F ourier expa nsion of the dipole m oment of a molecule is 

00 

fL = I fL<n) sin (21Z7TTIR ). 
n = J 

* Paper described in the first footnote on p . 16. 
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The orientational dielectric strength tells us that p. = 2.45 D at r jR = 0.359. Consequently, 
if only the first term is taken, p. (1l = 3. 16 D. 

The intensity of the symmetric stretching vibration is determined by 

op. Tr = P.( I) (27T jR) cos (27TT jR), (21 ) 

which is -4.5 D A- I. According to Section 2.3.2.3, the change of dipole moment on stretching 
a ll the O- H bonds in ice is ± 4.4 D A - I. The agt"eement with the calculated value is well 
within the uncerta inty, and strongly suggests that op. jor is negative . 

The intensity of the overtone infrared spectrum is determined by the second derivative of 
the dipole moment. From Equation (20) its value is 

oZp. jorZ = - P.(I) (27T jR)2 sin 27Tr jR, 

which is - 13 D A- z. This is within 10% of the value ± 12 D A- z obtained in Section 
2.3 .2 .3. The agreement is reasonable good and sugges ts that 02p. j orz is negative. The experi
mental evidence is consistent with only the first term in the series in Equa tion (20) being 
significant. The dipole moment is p lotted against r jR in Figure 2. 

4 

2 

Jl. 0 
D 

-2 

-4 
0 0.2 

r/R 

Fig. 2. Dipole moment of a water molecule in ice as afllllction of the ratio rlR of the O- H to the 0 - 0 distance according 10 
Equation (20) taking only thefirst term with /1-(1) = 3. 16 D . 

If the dipole moment had been calculated from Equation (4) instead of from Equation (2) 
the predicted values of dfL jdr and 02fL jdrZ would have been higher by 23 %. The experimental 
value of oZfL jorz is uncertain by at least this amount, bu t the value of ofL jor is proba bly not. 
This suggests that a dipole moment of c. 2.5 D is slightly preferable to one of c. 3.0 D . 

The third -order dipole-moment derivative is predicted to be 

03fL j or3 = - fL([) (27T jR) 3 cos (27TTjR), 

which is 24 D A -3 . This is the best estimate at present, and is, at least, better than no estimate. 
In order to relate the dipole moment that oscillates with the molecule to the moment that 

r eorients, a more specific model must be adopted . The simplest is to divide the total moment 
into an intrinsic moment plus a moment induced by the fields of neigh boring molecules. As 
the local symmetry of a water molecule is eZ Y ' the moment induced by the neighbors must 
be even in the rotations about the axes perpendicular to the dipole moment, and so is indepen
dent of angle for small displacem ents. Consequently, only the " intrinsic" moment oscillates 
when the molecule oscillates a bout its axes. Its value from Section 2.3.2 .2, is 1.27 (7) D. 
This value includes an enhancement of about 6 % by the reaction field due to the electronic 
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polarization of ice, but not to the far infra red a nd orientation polariza tions as these respond 
too slowly to follow the rotationa l vibrations. T hen 1.1 8(7) D must be induced by molecula r 
in teraction. 

If this m om en t were induced by the electric field of the neigh boring m olecules, the field 
at the site of a molecule would be 0.79 M e.s.u. cm - Z if the polarizabi lity is ta ken as 1.50 A3. 
There a re two principal causes of this field, th e field of the neig h boring molecules before they 
a re po la rized by the molecule being considel'ed , and the reaction field of its own dipole 
moment. If the two fields caused by molecules with unit dipole moment are E r a nd Ez, then 
th e moment of the molecule is 

where /1-0 is th e intrinsic moment. Coulson a nd Eisenberg (1966) calcula ted the field at the 
site of a molecule due to the dipole moments of th e neigh boring molecul es and a veraged it over 
a ll the configura tions a llowed by the ice rules, each configuration being given equal weight. 
They obtained 0.297 M e.s.u. cm - Z for a dipole moment of 1.78 D, so thatEr was 0.I64A-3. If 
E ;p I , the reaction field per unit dipole mom ent is a- 3, whcrc a is the radius of a molecul e. 
If, as usua l, 47rN a3/3 = I , E z is 0. 131 A- 3. If /1-0 is 1. ,8 D, these values yield /1- = 2. 12 D. 
This agrees reasona bly well with the dielectric constant if Equation (2) is correct , but not so 
well if Equa tion (4) is correct. The calculated moment would be increased to 2.4 D if Coul son 
and Eisenberg's values for the field due to the quadrupole moment were included . 

Isotopic substitution a lso cha nges the dipole m oment, and according to J oh a ri a nd J ones 
(1976) the orientation pola rization is about 8% hig her for D zO than for H 20 . As the mola r 
volu mes of H 20 a nd DzO ice a re almost iden tical (Blaekman a nd Lisgarten , 1957; Arnold 
and others, 1968), it follows from either Equation (2) or (4) that g/1-2 must be about 8 % higher 
for D 20. According to either Equation (2) or (4), for small differences, 

t1E /),/1- t1g 
- = 2-+-. 

E p. g 

The difference b e tween the dipo le moments of H 2 0 a nd D 20 is due to the different a mplitudes 
of the nucl ear motion in the Vr a nd V 2 vibrations. The V 2 vibration is much weaker in the infra
red than the Vr a nd so its dipole-moment derivative is much smaller. It ha therefore been 
neglected, as it must be because i t has not been m easured . The difference of the m ean dipole 
moments in the first vibrational level, to terms in the cubic a nharmonic constant a nd quad
ratic dipole-moment constant, is (Buckingham , 1960) 

he ( k3 Gp. ()2/1-) 
/),/1- = - 2k2 k., a;:-a;:> t1ve, 

where h is Pla nck's constant, e the speed of lig h t, Ve the harmonic frequency, a nd t1 the dif
ference opera tor for isotopic substitution. For the potentia l function Equation (15), from 
Equa tions (18), ( 19), and (20) : 

H ence 

and 

k2 = 12.1 mdyn A- I (= 0. 12 [ N m - r) , 
k3/k2 = - 7.70 A- I, 

ve(H 20 )- ve(D 20 ) = 870 cm - I. 

/),p. = - 0.0[8 D, 

t1/1-- = 0.007 or -0.006, 
/1-
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depending on whether Equation (2) or (4) is used. It follows from these values and Equation 
(23) that 

tlg 
- = - 0.066 or -0.068. 
g 

This implies that D 2 0 has less orientational disorder than H 20, and so that at least D 2 0 does 
not have full orientational disorder. 

If the permittivity can be represented by the Curie- Weiss Equation (6), then 

~E tlA tlTo 
--; = A +T -To· 

According to the foregoing discussion, the difference in the values of A is due to the difference 
of dipole moments and the difference of the values of To to the difference in the value of g. 
The differences are 

~A 
A = - 0.01 4, 

~To = - 14 K. 

3.3. Polarizability 

The components of the polarizability tensor can be expanded in a Fourier cosine series 
in rlR 

IXxy = IXXy(O) + IXXy(I)[I - COS (27TTIR )]+ lXxy(2)[I-cos (47TTIR)] + .... (24) 

At rlR = 0 and I, the system is made of spherically polarizable neon atoms, and 

IXxx = lXyy = IXzz = a(O) , } (25) 

axy = lXyz = IXzx = 0, 

where a(o) is the polarizability of neon. At rlR = t, the hydrogen bonds are centrosymmetric, 
and 

IXxx = ayy = IX zz = a(O) + a(J), } 

IXxy = ayz = IXzx = o. 
Consequently the first-order expansion for the diagonal components is 

axx = lXyy = azz = lX( o) + IX(!l[I - COS (27TTIR )], 

and the first-order expansion for the off-diagonal components is 

IXxy = aXy(2)[I - COS (47TTjR )]. 

At present, only the isotropic and the anisotropic invariants are observable, and for them the 
first-order expansion is 

IX = a(o) + a(I)[I-COS (27TrIR)], 

y = y(z)[I - cos (47TTIR )]. 

The polarizability of neon at the sodium D line is (Moelwyn-Hughes, 1961, p . 383) 

a(o) = 0.395 A3, 

and from this and the isotropic part of the polarizability of water, which is 1.500 A3 according 
to the discussion in Section 2.4.1, 

From Equation (29) , 
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and so the theory predicts tha t 

This quantity should determine the iso tropic intensity of the 3 083 cm - I R aman band in ice I , 
but i t has not yet b een measured. From Equa tions (32) and (14) 

et u' = I' 34 f\ 2, Ct J... ' = O.2 39 A2, 
ay/or == y' (v1) = 1.08 A2. 

T he quantity y ' (v[) determines the a nisotropic R a m a n intensity of the v[ vibra tions, but i t 
has not yet been m easured . From Equa tions (30) a nd (34) 

y( z ) = =f o.27 AJ, 
a nd so a t the equilibrium configura tion in ice 

y = =f o.32 A3. 
This value is over three times the vapor value ofo.098 A3 (Murphy, 1977), and much greater 
tha n Cummins a nd Dunmur's es timate of 0.0 1 A3. It appears tha t present experimental 
m easurements a nd Equation (30) a re not consistent. The cause can only be determined by 
m ore experiments. 

4. CONCLUSION 

T he principa l conclusion from this paper is tha t m any of the m olecular properties of ice 
can be correla ted by expanding them in the displacem ent of the in-phase v[ vibra tio n . The 
mos t striking example is that the a mpli tude of the orientation pola rization, which is propor
tional to fL 2, and the in tegrated absorp tion intensity of the v[ vibrations, which is prop ortional 
to (OfL /or)Z, a re re la ted by the equa tion 

fL2 = ( OfL)2.!!:... tan 2. 27Tr . or 27T R 

Similar treatments can be applied to other properties when they a re measured, and m ay be 
applicable to other solids. 
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DISCUSSIO N 

J. N AGLE: If you use the Onsager formu la for the dielectric constant instead of the K irkwood 
formu la , i .e. using '2g /3 instead of g, are th ere a ny irreconcilable problems in your subsequent 
a nalysis of your experiments? 

E . WHALLEY: As is stated in the written , but was not in the spoken , version, if 6.€ = 
47TNgfJ- 2/3k T is used , g is 3.00 D and dfJ- /dr is predicted to be - 0.56 D A- I compared with 
the experimental ± 4.6 D A- I. The value - 0.56 D A- I corresponds to a n integrated absorp
tivity a bout 1.5 times the observed, which is certain ly well outside the differ ence between the 
experimenta l measurem ents and is probably well outside the experimenta l error. It seems 
likely then that either more than one term must be used in the Fourier expansion of the d ipole 
moment or '27T must be preferred to 47T /3 as the fa ctor in the equation for the permittivity. 
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